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Abstract The main theme of this Special Feature is the

complexity-stability relationship and diversity of interac-

tion types. Five articles by leading authors are submitted.

Studies on the relationship between complexity and sta-

bility have a long history of 40 years. Effect of multiple

interaction types on structure and dynamics of an eco-

logical network is a recent important subject to be resolved.

In this preface, I briefly review the history of research on

complexity-stability relationship till the idea of diversity of

interaction types appears.
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Introduction

This review was written as a preface for the Special

Feature ‘‘Unravelling ecological networks: complexity-

stability relations and diversity of interaction types’’. The

main theme of the Special Feature is the complexity-sta-

bility relationship and diversity of interaction types. Five

articles by leading authors are submitted; ‘‘Comparing the

conservatism of ecological interactions in plant–pollinator

and plant–herbivore networks’’ by Colin Fontaine and

Elisa Thébault; ‘‘Interaction-type diversity hypothesis and

interaction strength: the condition for the positive com-

plexity-stability effect to arise’’ by Michio Kondoh and

Akihiko Mougi; ‘‘High-throughput DNA barcoding for

ecological network studies’’ by Hirokazu Toju; ‘‘Ana-

lytical theory of species abundance distributions of a

random community model’’ by Kei Tokita; ‘‘The stability–

complexity relationship at age 40: a random matrix per-

spective’’ by Stefano Allesina and Si Tang. To help the

readers of this Special Feature to understand the contem-

porary significance of these works, I tried to write a brief

review of the history of research on complexity-stability

relationship till the idea of diversity of interaction types

appears.

In the following section, ‘‘A brief history of studies on

complexity-stability relationships’’, I will introduce a his-

tory of studies on complexity-stability relationships till ca.

2010 before the hypothesis of interaction-type diversity

appears. The section is composed of 19 subsections and I

tried to explain important ideas, such as indirect interac-

tions and nonlinear dynamics, feasibility, community

assemblage, food web statistics, models of food web

structure, interaction strength, ecosystem functioning,

metabolic theory, complex networks, secondary extinc-

tions, and mutualistic and parasitic networks.

In the next section ‘‘Frontiers in the 2010s’’, I will in-

troduce recent development in research on complexity-

stability relationship, focusing on diversity of interaction

types and theoretical and empirical techniques. This sec-

tion is composed of six subsections on communities with

multiple trophic levels and multiple interaction types,

random matrix theory, and sampling and processing of high

throughput data. In this section, achievements by the au-

thors in this Special Feature will be mainly introduced.

In the final section, ‘‘Coda’’, I will conclude this review.
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A brief history of studies on complexity-stability
relationships

Prologue

The ‘‘complexity-stability’’ or ‘‘diversity-stability’’ rela-

tionship has undoubtedly been the central problem in

ecology since Robert May’s seminal paper in 1972 (see

Goodman 1975 for a historical background of the prob-

lem). May (1972, 1973) extended the work by Gardner and

Ashby (1970) and showed that an ecological network

resting at an equilibrium point would inevitably be unstable

when it became complex enough. Since this theoretical

conclusion was contrary to the traditional empirical view

that the more complex ecological community should be the

more stable (MacArthur 1955; Elton 1958), the challenge

caused the 40 years debate on the relationship between

complexity and stability (Pimm et al. 1991; McCann 2000;

Dunne et al. 2005; Allesina and Tang 2015). A number of

theoretical works have focused on features of natural sys-

tems which were neglected in May’s simple assumptions

and investigated how the incorporation of biological re-

alities would modify May’s results.

May’s idea

May’s work was basically a linear theory assuming the

existence of a feasible equilibrium (in which all popula-

tions have positive densities) in an underlying nonlinear

model of community dynamics. An ecological community

composed of S populations is usually modelled with a

continuous-time dynamical system composed of a set of

S autonomous (not explicitly dependent on time) ordinary

differential equations. Then, stability analysis of a feasible

equilibrium if it exists is done by examining eigenvalues of

the community matrix, or the Jacobian matrix evaluated at

the equilibrium after linearization of the nonlinear system

(see Allesina and Tang 2015, for details). May’s great idea

was to skip the exploration of a feasible equilibrium and

calculation of the Jacobian matrix, and directly proceed to

construct a community matrix by randomly choosing its

elements. May set all the diagonal elements to -1 and the

off-diagonal elements to 0 with probability 1 - C, and

with probability C (called connectance, the proportion of

actual links to the maximum possible links among species),

he randomly chose them independently from a distribution

with mean 0 and variance r2. Then, he found that the

equilibrium suddenly becomes unstable with high prob-

ability when r2SC exceeds 1, applying the so-called

Wigner’s circular law (see Allesina and Tang 2015).

There were three key assumptions in May’s arguments;

(1) Connections (interactions) between species and their

strengths are randomly chosen; (2) Existence of a feasible

equilibrium in an underlying nonlinear model is implicitly

assumed; (3) Stability of already assembled communities is

considered instead of investigating a process of community

assembly through speciation, invasion and extinction.

Consequently, his criterion for stability of a feasible

equilibrium was described as the product of the number of

species S, the connectance C, and interaction strength r2

(variance of non-zero off-diagonal elements).

Early challenges to May’s conclusion

In view of May’s conclusion that a randomly constructed

complex community is less likely to be stable, special

features of or biologically reasonable constraints on natural

ecological communities were considered to make them

stable (McMurtrie 1975; Lawlor 1978; Pimm 1982). Long

cycle length and hierarchical structures (McMurtrie 1975),

bias toward donor dependence (De Angelis 1975), limited

number of trophic levels (Pimm and Lawton 1977), low

frequency and specific patterns of omnivory (Pimm and

Lawton 1978; Pimm 1979a), absence of loops such that

species A feeds on B, which feeds on C, which feeds on A

(Gallopin 1972; Pimm 1982), high degree of compart-

mentalization (Pimm 1979a) and so on were examined as

candidates to stabil1ize complex ecological communities.

Yodzis (1981a) constructed community matrices from 40

real food webs and found that food webs are much more

likely to be stable if the interaction strengths are chosen in

accord with the patterns in natural food webs than when

they are chosen randomly.

Indirect interactions and nonlinear dynamics

Those days were also a period when equilibrium theory of

competition (MacArthur 1972; Cody and Diamond 1975)

reached a turning point and a new era of community

ecology emphasizing the importance of comparing patterns

with null models (Connor and Simberloff 1979; Strong

et al. 1984) and considering non-equilibrium dynamics

(Wiens 1977) was in the early development stage. Under-

standings of indirect interactions, including keystone spe-

cies (Paine 1966, 1969), trophic cascade (Paine 1980),

apparent competition (Holt 1977), and exploitative com-

petition or resource competition (Stewart and Levin 1973;

León and Tumpson 1975; Hsu et al. 1978; Tilman 1980)

advanced substantially and findings of complex nonlinear

community dynamics, including limit cycles (May 1973),

chaos (Vance 1978; Gilpin 1979), and heteroclinic cycles

(May and Leonard 1975), influenced further development

of community ecology and provided powerful equipment

to studies on complexity-stability relationship.
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Feasibility and deletion stability

Roberts (1974) first notified that in an ecosystem interact-

ing variables are species populations and that the equilib-

rium population values must be positive. He analyzed

random samples from a generalized Lotka-Volterra model

of up to 16 species and found that almost all feasible

equilibria are stable although they are rare (see also Gilpin

1975). Then, Tregonning and Roberts (1979) considered

similar systems without assuming the existence of an at-

tainable equilibrium. If an equilibrium was unfeasible the

species with the most negative equilibrium population was

removed, and this process was repeated until a stable fea-

sible equilibrium was found. Roberts and Tregonning

(1980) removed subsets of any number of species from a

feasible equilibrium and examined percentages of feasible

equilibria in the resulting subsets. In this way, they reached

a stable feasible equilibrium with considerably high di-

versity and found the feasibility structure of a system or

robustness to large-scale disturbances (Tokita and Yasu-

tomi 2003). Pimm (1979b, 1980) calculated species dele-

tion stability, the probability that the resulting community

remains to have a stable positive equilibrium when a spe-

cies is removed. Pimm (1980) found that deletion stability

decreases as the connectance or the number of species in-

creases. After removal of a predator, further species loss

was more common when the herbivores preyed upon by the

predator fed on more plant species.

Community assembly

A species-rich community can never be realized by delet-

ing species from a community (but see Tokita and Yasu-

tomi 2003). Robinson and Valentine (1979) introduced the

concepts of elasticity, invulnerability, and invadability.

They randomly added a new species into a stable feasible

equilibrium point of a system of linear differential equa-

tions of n species and investigated stability of a new fea-

sible equilibrium of the expanded system of n ? 1 species.

They defined the original community as elastic, if the new

equilibrium was stable and invasion of a new species was

successful without accompanying extinction of other spe-

cies. The original community was considered as invul-

nerable if the new equilibrium was unstable and the invader

became extinct first. It was inelastic but vulnerable if the

new equilibrium was unstable but species other than the

invader went to extinction first. Thus, the invader was

successful in invasion if the original community was elastic

or inelastic but vulnerable. They found that stability of the

original community and elasticity decrease and invul-

nerability increases as complexity increases. Yodzis

(1981b) also examined the process of community assembly,

assuming that sequentially arrived species can enter the

existing community if the sum of acquired energy from

randomly chosen species already present in the community

exceeds the total required energy intake for the new arrival.

Starting from a community of N species of producers each

with a productivity P and assuming a fixed ecological ef-

ficiency E of consumers, he could show that the assembled

communities provide a reasonable model for 35 out of the

40 real food webs compiled by Briand (1983) on the basis

of some web statistics. Post and Pimm (1983) also

assembled model food webs by starting from six au-

totrophic species and successively introducing

heterotrophic species. A colonizing species was rejected if

it cannot increase when rare, if it completes a feeding loop,

or if the expanded food web does not have a finite number

of equilibria. When a colonist could invade, the other

species with negative density at an equilibrium were

deleted until a feasible food web was obtained. Finally,

local stability of the equilibrium was checked and the po-

tential colonist was rejected if it was unstable. They found

that colonization becomes increasingly difficult with the

number of attempted colonizations, that successional

colonists do not cause serious multi-species extinctions,

and that the return times of communities to equilibria in-

creases with the increasing number of attempted

colonizations. However, the mean number of species in

communities stayed at the same order with the initial one.

Scaling properties

Since May’s criterion implied the constraints on the pro-

duct SC for stable ecological communities, regularities in

the product SC, the linkage density or the ratio of links to

species numbers (L/S), and the power-law relation between

links and species numbers were sought (Cohen 1977a,

1978; MacDonald 1979; Rejmánek and Starý 1979; Briand

1983). The effort to find patterns in food-web network

structure led to some scale-invariant patterns roughly in-

dependent of species numbers, such as the linkage density

L/S and the ratio of prey to predators (Briand and Cohen

1984; Cohen and Briand 1984; Lawton 1989; Cohen et al.

1990; Pimm et al. 1991; see Dunne 2006 for a recent

review).

Intervality and one dimensional niche

Among patterns in food-web network structure, the pat-

terns of which predators feed on which prey and those of

which prey are fed on by which predators are quite im-

portant because the predators sharing common prey and the

prey sharing common predators potentially compete ex-

ploitatively or apparently. Thus, graph-theoretical patterns
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of overlaps in resource (prey) uses among consumers

(predators) and those in enemies (consumers or predators)

among resources (prey) were extensively studied (Cohen

1977b, 1978; Sugihara 1982, 1984). A community food

web is described as a directed graph consisting of vertices

representing species and edges that connect two vertices by

an arrow from a prey vertex to a predator vertex (Gallopin

1972; Cohen 1978). Two non-directed graphs can be ob-

tained from the community food web by choosing either

consumers or resources and connecting vertices that share

common resources or consumers. The former is a niche

overlap graph (Cohen 1977b, 1978) or predator overlap

graph (Pimm et al. 1991) and called a consumer (overlap)

graph by Sugihara (1982, 1984). The latter is a common

enemy graph (Lundgren and Maybee 1985) or prey overlap

graph (Pimm et al. 1991) and called a resource graph by

Sugihara (1982, 1984). Cohen (1977b, 1978) defined a food

web as an interval web if the overlaps in the niche overlap

graph can be expressed as overlapping segments on a

1-dimensional line and found that food webs are more in-

terval than expected by chance alone. Sugihara (1982,

1984) characterized similar properties of food webs by the

rarity of topological holes (circuits connecting three or

more prey species are simplexes or solids if the species

share at least one common predator and called holes if

there is no single predator common to all the prey species)

with a dimension higher than one, and the high frequency

of rigid circuits (food webs in which all the circuits with

four or more predators are shortened or triangulated by

edges across the circuits). The rigid circuit property often

implies an interval representation of the niche overlap

graph, but it does not guarantee that the food web is in-

terval (Pimm et al. 1991). These regularities suggested that

the dimension of trophic niche space can be one because

the range of variation in the diet of each consumer can be

identified with an interval on a line (Cohen 1977b, 1978;

Cohen and Palka 1990). Being aware of the failure of static

food web models constructed on the assumption that any

species can eat any other species, Cohen and Newman

(1985) invented a food web model with a strict trophic

hierarchy. In the cascade model, a given species can prey

on only those species below it and can be preyed on by

only those species above it in the hierarchy. Cohen and

Newman (1985) and Cohen et al. (1990) found that the

cascade model can explain topological properties of food

webs much better than the random model by tuning two

parameters, species richness S and link density L/S. Inter-

vality and lack of holes are also related to the upper limit to

the number of trophic interactions in a food web (Matsuda

and Namba 1991). Recent development in studies of in-

tervality will be found in Stouffer et al. (2006, 2011) and

Zook et al. (2011).

Intraguild predation

The discovery of intraguild predation by Polis and his

colleagues (Polis and McCormick 1986, 1987; Polis et al.

1989) was one of the important topics in the 1980s that

influenced later research on relationships between com-

plexity and stability. Intraguild predation is a kind of

simple omnivory in which one of two consumers (in-

traguild predator) sharing a common resource feeds on the

other (intraguild prey). The term ‘‘intraguild predation’’

appeared in 1986 (Polis and McCormick 1986) and became

rapidly popular in a few years (Polis et al. 1989). It played

an important role in later years to reveal the effects of

interaction strengths on stability of food webs.

Improved web data

By the early 1990s, food web researchers found that food

webs from a wide range of communities share a remarkable

list of patterns (Lawton 1989; Cohen et al. 1990; Pimm

et al. 1991), but at the same time they confronted with

limited data of highly variable quality and were in serious

quest of improved data collected by standardized explicit

sampling methods reporting yield-effort curves and satis-

fying consistency of taxonomic identification (Lawton

1989; Pimm et al. 1991; Cohen et al. 1993). Then, an en-

tirely new level of empirical food webs were provided by

Polis (1991) and Martinez (1991) in 1991 (Dunne 2006).

Other detailed but a little less complete food webs, for

example, Warren (1989) and Winemiller (1990), were also

published at about the same time (Dunne 2006).

Models of food web structure

The accumulation of highly resolved webs in the 1990s

stimulated construction of food web structure models to

explain topological properties found in the new webs.

Williams and Martinez (2000) extended the cascade model

by a little relaxing the hierarchical nature of trophic rela-

tions in the cascade model. The niche model by Williams

and Martinez (2000) used two adjustable parameters, the

number of species S and directed connectance C = L/S2

(Martinez 1991), and assigned each species a uniformly

random niche value along an interval [0, 1] and a feeding

range in the interval. A feeding range was centered at a

randomly chosen place below the niche value of the species

and the range size was chosen randomly from a beta dis-

tribution to obtain a connectance C close to the target

C. The niche model permitted feeding loops and canni-

balism and successfully predicted structural properties of

most complex food webs. However, the niche model can

produce only interval food webs and entail no gap in diets
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for a suitable ordering of the prey. Cattin et al. (2004)

considered that species’ diets are the consequence of

phylogenetic constraints and adaptation and proposed a

new model, the nested hierarchy model. The model

chooses the number of links per consumer reflecting the

niche value and then trophic links are assigned to con-

sumers starting with the smallest niche value. If a resource

species randomly selected by a consumer is also fed upon

by other consumers, a consumer group is defined and the

next feeding link is randomly selected from the pool of

resource species of the consumer group. Although Cattin

et al. (2004) concluded that the nested hierarchy model

performs as well as the niche model in the predictions of

standard food-web descriptors and surpasses the niche

model for two additional properties, there are unfavorable

comments on their claims on selective favoring of inter-

vality at the possible expense of reduced fit to other

properties (Dunne 2006). For critical assessments of

models of food web structure, refer to Stouffer et al. (2005)

and Dunne (2006).

Interaction strength

In May’s criterion for stability (r2SC \ 1), effects of the

interaction strengths r have still remained to be resolved.

Empirical studies that have estimated per capita interaction

strength have found distributions skewed toward many

weak interactions and few strong interactions (Paine 1992;

Berlow 1999; Berlow et al. 2004; Wootton and Emmerson

2005). Observed non-random patterning of strong and

weak links has been suggested to be critical for stability or

persistence of theoretical and empirically observed com-

plex communities (de Ruiter et al. 1995; Neutel et al.

2002); long feedback loops in food webs contain relatively

weak links (Neutel et al. 2002) and the strongest negative

effects are restricted to short loops concentrated at the

lower trophic positions (de Ruiter et al. 1995). Short loops

including strong links are usually omnivorous loops and the

maximum weight of omnivorous loops starting from bot-

tom prey through intermediate predator to top predator and

ending at basal prey is strongly related to food-web sta-

bility in soil food webs (Neutel et al. 2007). In a large

Caribbean marine food web, strong interactions on two

consecutive levels of food chains are infrequent unless they

are accompanied by strong omnivory (Bascompte et al.

2005). A theoretical study on food chains with four species

(Emmerson and Yearsley 2004) found that a skew towards

weak interactions promotes local and global stability only

when omnivory is present and that interaction strengths

skewed toward weak interactions along omnivorous loops

are an emergent property of stable omnivorous communi-

ties. These results strongly suggest that efficiency of

indirect path from basal prey to top predator through in-

termediate predator is not only important for stability of an

omnivorous loop (Tanabe and Namba 2005; Namba et al.

2008) but also crucial for community stability.

McCann and Hastings (1997) considered a dynamical

model of intraguild predation including the type II func-

tional responses of the top predator to the consumer and

resource. They introduced a parameter which controls the

top predators’ preference for either the resource or con-

sumer, and showed that weak predation of the top predator

on the basal resource (omnivory) can stabilize food chains

which exhibit chaos in the absence of omnivory. Using

similar frameworks, McCann et al. (1998) introduced a

second consumer to a linear food chain and then added

links between the top predator and second intermediate

consumer and between two intermediate consumers. The

two added links created apparent competition and in-

traguild predation between two consumers, respectively.

They showed that weak links can stabilize the chaotic food

chain and produce well-bounded limit cycle solutions but

failed to obtain locally stable equilibria. They attributed the

reason to the existence of fewer inhibitors than oscillators.

Finally they added a link between the top predator and

resource into the food chain with a second consumer and

succeeded to get a locally stable solution for weak relative

interaction strengths. These results are often invoked as

evidence to show that particular combinations of weak and

strong interactions can stabilize food webs. However, since

weak and strong interactions are introduced in pairs and a

trade-off is assumed to weaken a strong interaction when a

weak interaction is enhanced, combinations of weak and

strong interactions are restricted in these studies. To reveal

the role of diversity and a few strong links embedded in

webs of many weak links, mathematical models of large

food webs in which strong links are placed at specific

positions should be studied.

Biodiversity and ecosystem functioning

In the 1990s, from increasing concern on loss of biodi-

versity, studies on the relationship between biodiversity

and ecosystem functioning became a central issue in eco-

logical and environmental sciences (Schulze and Mooney

1993; Loreau et al. 2001). These studies focused on the

relations between biodiversity and many aspects of

ecosystem properties and services including primary pro-

ductivity, nutrient use and retention, and stability of these

processes (Vitousek and Hooper 1993; Naeem et al. 1994;

Tilman and Downing 1994). Long term studies of grass-

lands in Minnesota (Tilman 1996, 1999) and the pan-

European BIODEPTH experiment with standardized pro-

tocols (Hector et al. 1999) demonstrated that greater plant
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diversity leads to greater productivity. The sampling or

selection effect hypothesis suggested that the positive ef-

fects are caused by the greater chance of including a few

dominant, high performance species in a diverse plant

community (Aarssen 1997; Huston 1997; Tilman et al.

1997; Loreau 2000). In contrast, the niche complementarity

hypothesis assumed that more efficient use of limiting re-

sources by niche differentiation among diverse species

leads to higher productivity (Tilman et al. 1997; Loreau

1998, 2000).

Empirical studies showing that diversity enhances

stability used resistance to disturbance and temporal

variation in community biomass among many different

measures of stability and invoked competitive interac-

tions to understand why diversity promotes stability of

aggregate community properties (McNaughton 1977;

Tilman and Downing 1994; Tilman 1996, 1999). Tilman

(1996) found that the coefficient of variation, a measure

of the inverse of temporal stability, correlates with

species richness significantly negatively for community

biomass and positively for individual species biomass.

This means that higher plant diversity is associated with

greater stability of community biomass and lower sta-

bility of individual species biomass (Tilman 1996). He

ascribed the results to different susceptibility of species

to disturbance and compensatory growth of species re-

leased from competition with disturbance-susceptible

species, referring to the hypothesis of compensatory in-

teractions to environmental fluctuations among co-oc-

curring species (McNaughton 1977). Tilman (1996)

considered the complexity-stability relationship pri-

marily based on May’s model of competition (May

1973). In the model, all the eigenvalues of the commu-

nity matrix have negative real parts but the dominant

eigenvalue approaches zero as species richness increas-

es. Tilman (1996) quoted the afterthoughts in the revised

1974 edition of May’s book that suggest stability of

aggregate properties of communities composed of un-

stable individual populations. For a mechanism of rising

stability with increasing diversity in Tilman (1996),

Doak et al. (1998) proposed the statistical averaging of

fluctuations in species’ abundances, which was called the

portfolio effect by Tilman et al. (1998). Tilman et al.

(1998) introduced the variance-mean rescaling and

showed that the effect of diversity on community sta-

bility depends on the exponent, or the relationship be-

tween the mean and its variance. They also considered

the negative covariance between variables which might

be caused by interspecific competition and suggested the

importance of investigating the relative contribution of

the statistical averaging and interspecific competition

(see Tilman 1999; Cottingham et al. 2001; and Tilman

et al. 2014 for reviews).

Metabolic theory of ecology and bio-energetic model

In the late 1990s, ‘‘metabolic theory of ecology’’ based on

allometric scaling of metabolic rates with body mass has

experienced a renaissance (Brown et al. 2004; Sibly et al.

2012). Metabolism is the biochemical processes of uptake,

transformation, and allocation of energy and materials

within a living organism (Brown et al. 2004; Sibly et al.

2012). The metabolic rates are the fundamental biological

rates and often described as power functions of body size

(body mass) called allometric relations (Peters 1983).

Studies of the relations have a long history (Peters 1983;

Whitfield 2006) including the contribution by Huxley

(1932) and the famous 3/4 (three quarters) law by Kleiber

(1932). However, the meeting of a physicist, Geoffrey

West, with two ecologists, Brian Enquist and James Brown

at the Santa Fe Institute in 1995 ignited the enthusiastic

search for the mechanisms and extensions to wider biolo-

gical phenomena (Whitfield 2006).

Emmerson and Raffaelli (2004) estimated per capita

interaction strengths between prey and predators (coeffi-

cients of the Lotka-Volterra model) from an allometric

relation with the predator–prey size ratio and showed that

the maximum real part of the eigenvalues of the commu-

nity matrix is always negative and that the real complex

food web is stable. Yodzis and Innes (1992) already esti-

mated mass-specific metabolic rates through the allometric

relations with the negative quarter power of body size,

constructed the so-called bioenergetic model including

nonlinear functional responses of predators (Brose et al.

2006), and analyzed the model. Otto et al. (2007) para-

metrized a bioenergetic model of food chains with three

trophic levels. They found that almost all of tri-trophic

food chains across five natural food webs exhibit body

mass ratios between top and intermediate species and be-

tween intermediate and basal species within the persistence

domain predicted from the dynamic model. By two types

of random rewiring of food webs, the first preserving the

body masses of the species and the total number of links

and the second preserving the body mass and number of

links for each species, they concluded that body mass and

allometric degree distributions in natural food webs me-

diate the consistency.

Williams and Martinez (2004) and Martinez et al.

(2006) generalized the bio-energetic model to n species and

arbitrary functional responses. They described the func-

tional response in terms of the (1 ? q)-th power of body

size B and examined stability of the model for values of a

control parameter q between 0 and 1 (q = 0 and 1 re-

spectively corresponds to the type II and III functional

response). Williams and Martinez (2004) examined dy-

namics of the three species food chain model studied by

McCann and Hastings (1997) and found that a dramatic
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change occurred as q increased. When q = 0, the system

with the type II functional response exhibited chaos, but

the system was stabilized through period-doubling rever-

sals as q increased and finally reached a stable stationary

solution when q & 0.2. They named the functional re-

sponse corresponding to q = 0.2 the ‘‘type II.2’’ response.

Martinez et al. (2006) built model food webs of large size

assuming the initial topological structure of the random,

modified cascade, and niche webs (Williams and Martinez

2000). They suggested that the hierarchical ordering of the

cascade model and the contiguous niches allowing canni-

balism and looping in the niche model enhanced the per-

sistence of populations and that both predator interference

and type II.2 functional response showing respective de-

celerated and accelerated responses on rare and abundant

resources had stabilizing effects even in large networks

with many species. However, relative persistence, or the

ratio of the final to initial number of species decreased

linearly with the increasing initial network size and con-

nectance, thus qualitatively replicating May’s results

(Dunne et al. 2005). Brose et al. (2006) analyzed a similar

model with the initial structure following the modified

cascade, niche or nested hierarchy model assuming that the

mass-specific metabolic rates followed negative-quarter

power law relationships with the predator–prey body mass

ratios. In their simulations, most populations exhibited

chaotic or limit cycle dynamics, and few populations

reached equilibrium. They found that body mass ratios are

the most important determinant of population and com-

munity stability and that food web stability (equivalent to

the relative persistence in Martinez et al. 2006) consistently

increases with the predator–prey body mass ratios. In their

case, the relation between species richness and species’

probability of persistence is negative when body size ratios

are smaller than 101 but positive at ratios of 102 and above.

Thus, their results partially reproduce and partially refute

the classic result (May 1972). They suggested that average

body mass ratios well above unity, usual in natural sys-

tems, yield neutral or positive diversity–stability

relationships.

Complex network theory

In the 2000s, ecological networks including food webs and

mutualistic networks were extensively studied from the

perspectives of complex networks (Montoya et al. 2006).

Complex networks are characterized by the average

shortest distance between two nodes, the clustering coef-

ficient, and the degree distribution or the distribution of the

number of links per node (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Stro-

gatz 2001). Based on these statistics, many real networks

from a wide range of physical, biological, and social sys-

tems share the properties of the ‘‘small-world’’ with short

distances between any two randomly chosen nodes and

highly clustered and ‘‘scale-free’’ with degree distribution

decaying as a power law (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Amaral

et al. 2000; Strogatz 2001). Scale-free networks are char-

acterized by robustness to errors, or random removals of

nodes, and extreme vulnerability to attacks, or selective

removals of highly connected nodes (Albert et al. 2000).

However, most food webs do not have small-world and

scale-free structure unless the connectance is relatively low

(Dunne et al. 2002a), and many food webs and mutualistic

networks have degree distributions described by functions

such as exponential like or truncated power law with ex-

ponential decay (Camacho et al. 2002; Dunne et al. 2002a;

Jordano et al. 2003; Stouffer et al. 2005; Montoya et al.

2006).

Secondary cascading extinctions after a primary loss

of species

In the light of the complex network theory, sensitivity of

food webs to primary species loss was investigated as the

risk of secondary cascading extinctions from a little dif-

ferent view point from deletion stability (Pimm 1979b,

1980). Borrvall et al. (2000) considered food web models

of three trophic levels with two to six species per trophic

level. They assumed that average per capita effect of a

consumer on its prey is inversely related to the number of

prey species it consumes in the Lotka-Volterra model and

examined the probability that the system has a locally

stable feasible steady state after the removal of one species.

They found that the risk of cascading extinctions decreases

with the number of species per trophic level and that sta-

bility is lower when the distribution of interaction strengths

is skew (few strong and many weak links). In contrast, Solé

and Montoya (2001) and Dunne et al. (2002b) simulated

secondary extinctions resulting from primary species loss

in real food webs. Dunne et al. (2002b) found that food

webs with less skewed degree distributions than the scale-

free networks are also more robust to random removal of

species than to selective removal of the most connected

species. They also found that robustness, measured as the

proportion of primary species removals that lead to loss of

more than half species, increases with food web con-

nectance but does not vary systematically with species

richness or omnivory. Dunne and Williams (2009) com-

pared levels of secondary extinctions in communities

generated by four structural food-web models, the cascade

model (Cohen and Newman 1985), the generalized cascade

model (Stouffer et al. 2005), the niche model (Williams

and Martinez 2000), and the nested hierarchy model (Cattin

et al. 2004) and a fifth null model. They found that the null

model displays the lowest secondary extinctions and sug-

gested that hierarchical feeding assumed in structural
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models may impose a cost in terms of robustness. They

also found that more realistic models with exponential-type

degree distributions have greater structural robustness and

that increased robustness is associated with increased

species richness and connectance.

Mutualistic networks

Throughout the 1970s to the 1990s, ecologists were prone

to be interested in networks composed of antagonistic in-

teractions such as food webs or competitive communities.

However, from the network approaches they learned the

importance of studying patterns of interactions among

species beyond predator–prey webs to include mutually

beneficial interactions (Jordano et al. 2003) and benefited

from tools and concepts imported from other fields such as

physics and sociology (Bascompte 2009). Based on the

findings that plant-animal mutualistic systems are not re-

stricted to specialized one to one relations but include in-

teractions between many plants and many animals (Waser

et al. 1996), it was found that mutualistic networks are

asymmetric and heterogeneous (Jordano 1987). Moreover,

they are highly nested, that is, most species are specialists

and interact only with proper subsets of species interacting

with the more generalists (Bascompte et al. 2003; Bas-

compte and Jordano 2007).

Bascompte et al. (2006) defined the mutual dependence

between each plant and animal species as the relative fre-

quency of visits and found that the frequency distribution

of dependencies is highly skewed with a few strong ones.

The distributions are also asymmetric and strongly de-

pendent animals (plants) on plants (animals) tend to be

weakly depended by the plants (animals). They also con-

sidered the strength of an animal (plant) species, the sum of

dependences of the plants (animals) relying on this animal

(plant), a measure of the importance of this animal (plant)

for plants (animals). They described dynamics of animals

and plants by the Lotka-Volterra equations and assumed

that per-capita effects of animals and plants in the equa-

tions can be estimated by the dependences. They showed

that for a positive stable steady state to exist the product of

mutual dependences must be smaller as the numbers of

plant and animal species become larger. They suggested

that the small number of strong dependences, their asym-

metry, and the heterogeneity in species strengths promote

community coexistence.

Okuyama and Holland (2008) developed a dynamic

model of mutualistic communities with a hyperbolic

functional response representing that the benefits to mu-

tualists saturate with the densities of mutualistic partners

with which they interact. Because this model always has a

locally stable equilibrium, they evaluated community sta-

bility using resilience, return rate to the equilibrium. As a

result, the model of mutualistic communities exhibited

largely positive complexity-stability relationships and they

attributed the positive relationships to the degree distribu-

tion described by the modified power law, nestedness of the

mutualistic networks, community size, and the strength and

symmetry of mutualistic interactions. These results seem

contrary to the belief that the positive feedback of mutu-

alism destabilizes communities and the results by Bas-

compte et al. (2006) that asymmetric interaction strengths

may facilitate local stability of mutualistic communities.

Symmetry of interaction strengths is defined as positive

correlations between the half saturation constants of ani-

mals and plants in their model. However, interaction terms

as a whole may be asymmetric because they contain part-

ners’ densities in denominators.

Bastolla et al. (2009) incorporated competition among

animals and among plants to a similar model studied by

Okuyama and Holland (2008). They evaluated effect of

mutualism by the increase in the number of coexisting

species due to mutualism. They showed that nestedness

reduces the effective interspecific competition and en-

hances the number of coexisting species. They also found

that if a new species entering the community interacts with

the most generalist species, it will experience the lowest

competitive load, and will therefore be most likely to be

incorporated into the community. They incorporated the

structure of each one of 56 real mutualistic networks into

their model and found that the more nested real commu-

nities show the higher increases in biodiversity due to

mutualism. In such models of mutualistic networks, bene-

fits gained by plants from animal services such as polli-

nation and seed dispersal are often assumed to be

independent of rewards that animals receive. Since both the

benefits to plants and rewards to animals may be limited by

the number of animal visits to plants, models incorporating

more realistic assumptions on saturation of benefits and

competition for a limited number of mutualistic partners

seem necessary.

Adaptive flexible foraging

In food webs, the ‘‘who eats whom’’ relations are deter-

mined by predator’s choice of prey and may vary tempo-

rally (Warren 1989). Kondoh (2003a) introduced the idea

of adaptive or flexible foraging into food web theory. He

assumes that a consumer species increases (decreases) its

foraging effort allocated to a resource species if energy

gain per unit effort from the resource species is higher

(lower) than the average profitability of resources that the

consumer is currently foraging. He examined the dynamics

of the foraging effort along with the population dynamics

of the Lotka-Volterra type and found positive complexity-

stability relationship based on community persistence, the
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probability that all species persist for a given time as an

index of stability. However, Brose et al. (2003) criticized

three assumptions in Kondoh (2003a); the use of the ran-

dom and cascade models, type I functional response, and

the positive growth terms that allow consumers to grow

without feeding on resources. Measuring stability by

community robustness, the fraction of species within a

network that persist, they found that the positive com-

plexity-stability relationship appears in cascade model food

webs only when initial connectance is higher than 0.2 and

adaptation rate is 0.025 or higher. Furthermore, they could

not find the positive relationship in niche model networks

and concluded that positive complexity-stability relation-

ships due to adaptive foraging are unlikely to be found for

realistic parameter values in complex network structures

(Brose et al. 2003; Dunne et al. 2005). Kondoh (2003b)

challenged them on a ‘‘hidden treatment’’ of decreasing

fraction of producer species and the emphasis on ‘‘potential

connectance’’ instead of realized connectance. He consid-

ered that distribution of realized trophic links are biased by

biomass distribution pattern and that this is likely to con-

flict the basic assumption of niche model. At any rate,

adaptive flexible foraging contributes to persistence of

populations by preventing rare species from being over-

exploited to extinction when asymptotic dynamics of net-

works exhibit heteroclinic cycles (Law and Morton 1993).

Food webs including parasites

Parasites have been rather neglected in food web studies

(Huxham et al. 1995; Marcogliese and Cone 1997; Lafferty

et al. 2006, 2008). However, the numbers and proportion of

parasitic species are much higher than estimated before

(Poulin and Morand 2000; Dobson et al. 2008) and para-

sites can contribute substantial biomass to estuarine

ecosystems (Kuris et al. 2008). Incorporation of parasites

sometimes dramatically alter properties of food webs.

Besides obvious increases in species richness, number of

links, linkage density, and food chain length (Huxham

et al. 1995; Marcogliese and Cone 1997; Lafferty et al.

2006; Amundsen et al. 2009) parasites with complex life

cycles increase proportion of omnivores because of feeding

on several different trophic levels at different life stages

(Lafferty et al. 2008; Amundsen et al. 2009). Furthermore,

addition of parasites often increases connectance and

nestedness (Lafferty et al. 2006; Amundsen et al. 2009) and

increases link density and connectance particularly when

including concomitant links from predators to parasites of

their prey (Dunne et al. 2013). However, the addition of

parasites into food webs increases secondary extinctions

after loss of primary free-living species and reduces food

web robustbess, because parasitic species with several

specialized life stages act as sequential specialists

hypersensitive to resource loss (Lafferty and Kuris 2009;

Rudolf and Lafferty 2011). Degree distributions of food

webs including parasites show exponential-type shapes

similar to those observed for previously studied webs and

are consistent with scale-dependent changes in structure,

but the trophic niches of parasites tend to be broader and

have more gaps (Dunne et al. 2013). Inclusion of con-

comitant links substantially changes distributions of three-

node motifs or patterns of interactions among three species.

Bidirectional interactions made up of one parasite–host

interaction and one concomitant link appear far more fre-

quently in some motifs than in others (Dunne et al. 2013).

It should be clearly assessed whether such changes in

network structure result from unique roles and traits of

parasites or merely from changes to diversity and com-

plexity (Chen et al. 2011; Dunne et al. 2013).

Frontiers in the 2010s

Following interests in many types of ecological networks,

comparing architecture among different network types and

merging various interaction types within a single integra-

tive network became a challenge necessary to understand

the structure and dynamics of ecological communities

(Ings et al. 2009; Fontaine et al. 2011). In theoretical

studies, based on development in mathematical back-

grounds of May’s original theory, new extension to May’s

conclusion is sought for and new application of statistical

mechanics to nonlinear dynamics is also tried. Rapid in-

novation in molecular techniques enables us to see ‘the

unseen majority’ (e.g., soil microbes; van der Heijden et al.

2008) and empirical studies on complex networks are

celebrating a new era. In this section, I introduce these new

movements, mainly focusing on works by the authors of

this Special Feature.

Complexity and stability in communities

with multiple trophic levels

Thébault and Loreau (2003) examined effects of biodi-

versity in a model of food webs incorporating multiple

trophic levels and plant competition for nutrient. They

found that multiple trophic levels produce complex rela-

tionships between species richness and ecosystem pro-

cesses different from those within a single trophic level. In

chains of plants and herbivores, total plant biomass did not

increase linearly but initially increased and then decreased

with diversity of plants and herbivores when a plant species

was inedible or herbivores were generalists. In chains in-

cluding carnivores, a decrease in mean total plant biomass

at high diversity appeared when a trade-off between com-

petitive ability and resistance to herbivory was assumed
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because herbivores were controlled by carnivores and

biomass of the more tolerant and less competitive plants

decreased due to reduced soil nutrient concentration.

Thébault and Loreau (2005) incorporated responses of

plants and herbivores to environmental fluctuations into a

similar model. Then, variability of species biomass often

increased but that of trophic level biomass usually de-

creased. Thus, in spite of the complexity generated by

trophic interactions, biodiversity acted as biological in-

surance for ecosystem processes against environmental

fluctuations. However, differing from purely competitive

systems, the temporal variability of total plant and herbi-

vore biomasses could still decrease in webs of plants and

herbivores even if species responded identically to envi-

ronmental changes.

Networks including mutualistic and antagonistic

interactions

Melián et al. (2009) studied an ecological network in-

cluding mutualistic and antagonistic interactions at a bio-

logical station in southern Spain. They considered modules

defined by a plant species interacting with a pollinator or

seed disperser and an herbivore. Their finding that the

number of the modules is larger than expected by chance

suggested that a plant species having an antagonistic in-

teraction tends to have a mutualistic interaction more than

expected by chance. The frequency distribution of the

number of modules per plant species was quite heteroge-

neous and best described by a power law. By the analysis

of a simple dynamic model, they found that the fraction of

persistent plant species is significantly higher when the

observed network topology and the correlation between the

ratio of mutualistic to antagonistic interactions per plant

and interaction strength (sum of dependences of animal

species on the plant species) are incorporated.

Network architecture favoring stability fundamentally

differs between trophic and mutualistic networks (Thébault

and Fontaine 2010). For both plant-pollinator and plant-

herbivore networks asymmetric specialization in terms of

the number of links per species is significant but most of

the pollination networks are highly asymmetric and most of

the herbivory networks are weakly asymmetric (Thébault

and Fontaine 2008). Pollinators interact with more plant

species and more evenly than herbivores but herbivores

interact with plant species far more phylogenetically re-

lated to each other (Fontaine et al. 2009). Building a

population dynamics model, Thébault and Fontaine (2010)

found that higher diversity and connectance promote per-

sistence and resilience of mutualistic networks but desta-

bilize trophic networks. Nestedness and modularity also

have different effects on persistence and resilience of

mutualistic and trophic networks; nestedness increases

resilience of mutualistic networks and decreases persis-

tence of trophic networks; in contrast, modularity decreases

persistence of mutualistic networks and enhances resilience

of trophic networks.

In this Special Feature, Fontaine and Thébault (2015)

compared conservatism, the tendency that related species

interact with similar partners, between mutualistic and

antagonistic networks. The positive correlation between the

taxonomic relatedness and the overlap in interacting part-

ners was found the highest for plants interacting with

herbivores, followed by pollinating insects, plants inter-

acting with pollinators and by herbivorous insects. Their

results suggest that within antagonistic networks, conser-

vatism is stronger for resource species than for consumer

species but not in mutualistic networks, and the difference

in conservatism between the pollinators and the plants they

interact with is much smaller.

Effects of interaction-type mixing

Mougi and Kondoh (2012) proposed a hybrid community

model in which both the antagonistic and mutualistic in-

teractions are incorporated. They constructed model com-

munities for random, cascade, and bipartite networks

assuming Holling’s type I or type II functional responses

and a negative relationship between the number of inter-

actions and the interaction strength. They showed that a

small number of mutualistic interactions added to a locally

stable food web strongly destabilize the community but

that by a further increase in the proportion of mutualism the

community becomes more stable and reaches its peak

stability at an intermediate proportion of mutualistic links.

They also found the positive complexity-stability rela-

tionship and considered that the interaction type-mixing

and negative relation between the number and strength of

interactions are the key assumptions. However, Suweis

et al. (2013, 2014) claimed that the positive complexity-

stability relationship observed in Mougi and Kondoh

(2012) is the result of two key assumptions; (1) constant

efforts allocated separately to antagonistic and to mutual-

istic interactions independent of the total number of species

engaged in either interaction types and (2) total interaction

strengths spent in mutualistic (antagonistic) interactions

independent of the proportion of mutualistic (antagonistic)

links.

In this Special Feature, Kondoh and Mougi (2015)

modified the model in Mougi and Kondoh (2012). They

considered two types of effort allocation to interactions; (1)

separate effort allocation, or constant effort allocation to

each of two interaction types, and (2) mixed effort allo-

cation, or constant total effort allocation to two interaction

types. They found that the positive complexity-stability

relationship appears when the strengths of the two
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interaction types are well-balanced and that stability

maximum appears at the highest connectance even if all the

effort allocation is of the mixed type. They also observed

maximum community stability at intermediate proportion

of mutualistic links and confirmed positive effects of in-

teraction-type mixture. Recently Sauve et al. (2014) in-

vestigated effects of mixing interaction types on

persistence, the proportion of species persisting at the end

of the simulation, and resilience of networks by combining

separately constructed bipartite antagonistic and mutualis-

tic subnetworks. They found that the greater initial an-

tagonistic (mutualistic) diversity and connectance

decreases (increases) the persistence of the merged net-

work and that the greater final antagonistic (mutualistic)

diversity and connectance lower (enhance) the resilience.

Thus, further studies seem necessary to fully understand

the effect of interaction-type mixing.

Extension of May’ criterion

The essence of May’s theory in 1972 is built on analysis of

eigenvalues of large random matrices based on Wigner’s

semicircle law. Although May’s matrices contained fixed

proportions of three types of interactions, consumer-re-

source (predator–prey), mutualism, and competition,

Allesina and Tang (2012) extended May’s criterion to

separate networks of consumer-resource, mutualistic, and

competitive interactions and then considered mixed ones

composed of three types of interactions at arbitrary pro-

portions. Based on the development of random matrix

theory (Sommers et al. 1988; Tao et al. 2010), they

analytically obtained distributions of eigenvalues enclosed

in circles or vertically or horizontally stretched ellipses. In

their results, the predator–prey matrices are the most likely

to be stable and the competitive matrices are much less

likely to be stable followed by the mutualistic matrices that

are further slightly less likely to be stable. They also ob-

tained several stability properties contrary to current be-

liefs; the cascade and niche models which impose realistic

structure to food webs produce less stable networks. In

mutualistic networks, nested matrices are inherently less

likely to be stable. Weak interactions destabilize food webs

but stabilize mutualistic and competitive networks. These

results suggest the necessity to examine which components

of complex networks contribute to stability in combination

with weak interactions.

Tang et al. (2014) examined effects of several properties

on stability of food webs. They estimated elements of

community matrices for real food webs assuming allo-

metric scaling between body size and the search rate,

handling time, and equilibrium abundance. By five ran-

domization tests each of which preserves some of the

features in the empirical community matrix they found that

the negative correlation between the effects of consumers

on resources and those of resources on consumers greatly

affects stability of real food webs. This correlation is

strongly influenced by the scaling of species abundance

with body size and the scaling exponent close to -3/4

maximizes the strength of correlation. Conserving the

pairwise correlation produces matrices that are often more

likely to be stable than the corresponding empirical one but

preserving the topological network structure has little ef-

fect on stability (Tang et al. 2014). This study clearly

shows the importance of equilibrium species abundance in

calculating elements of a community matrix.

In this Special Feature, Allesina and Tang (2015)

showed how to derive May’s stability criterion using ran-

dom matrix theory, and then explained how we can apply

the so-called circular or elliptic law for the distribution of

the eigenvalues of a large random matrix to investigate

stability of various ecological networks, step by step in an

accessible way to ecologists. Then, they proposed three

suggestive research programs. The first challenge is con-

cerned with whether non-equilibrium persistence of large

ecological networks can be predicted by the methods de-

veloped for local stability. The second is the effect of

species-abundance distribution on stability of communities.

When elements of an interaction matrix and equilibrium

abundances are sampled independently eigenvalues of the

community matrix are distorted. Then, the elliptic law fails

to be applied and a new tool is suggested for resolving the

challenge. The final challenge can be divided into three

parts; sparse interactions, modularity or the existence of

species groups, and network structure. Solving these

challenges will contribute to understandings of ecological

networks beyond the perspective of the complexity-sta-

bility relationship.

Replicator equations and approaches

from statistical mechanics

Natural systems are not necessarily resting at equilibrium

but often functioning out of equilibrium. Simulating non-

linear bioenergetics models incorporating increasingly re-

alistic assumptions may be a solution to understand

persistence of communities achieved through more com-

plex dynamics, such as limit cycles or chaos (Brose et al.

2006; Heckmann et al. 2012; Kalinkat et al. 2013). How-

ever, these models are analytically intractable.

Tokita and his colleagues used replicator equations

(Hofbauer and Sigmund 1988), a trajectory of whose so-

lution is topologically equivalent to one of the corre-

sponding Lotka-Volterra equations. They applied some

techniques of non-equilibrium statistical physics to analyze

global behavior of the system with random interactions

(Tokita 2004, 2006; Yoshino et al. 2007, 2008). In this
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Special Feature, Tokita (2015) reviewed the history and

recent progress of the analytical theories of random com-

munity models and species abundance distributions based

on statistical mechanics. He gave an overview of three

types of distinct analyses for replicator equations with

symmetric, antisymmetric and asymmetric random inter-

actions. When interactions are symmetric, the average fit-

ness increases with time and the dynamics converges to

one of the fixed points depending on the initial condition.

The rank abundance relation takes the form of a straight

line like the geometric series or sigmoid curves on a

logarithmic vertical axis and the transition occurs when

‘productivity’ shifts from low to high values. When inter-

actions are fully antisymmetric, the set of surviving species

is uniquely determined but the corresponding fixed point is

linearly neutrally stable. The hyperplane on which densities

of not-persisting species are zero is filled with neutrally

stable orbits and population densities fluctuate. A striking

feature in this case is that species as many as half of the

initial species number can survive. When interactions are

asymmetric, the replicator equations have a globally stable

fixed point for productivity greater than a threshold. Such a

fixed point becomes unstable for productivity less than the

threshold and nonequilibrium behavior such as chaos or

heteroclinic cycles appear. The threshold increases linearly

as the degree of symmetry increases from antisymmetry to

symmetry. In contrast, diversity monotonically decreases

with the degree of symmetry and is the highest for an-

tisymmetric interactions and the lowest for symmetric in-

teractions. Symmetry and antisymmetry in the replicator

equations do not mean the same in the Lotka-Volterra

equations and a rich array of interactions including mutu-

alism, competition, predation and parasitism appear in the

corresponding Lotka-Volterra equations (Tokita and Ya-

sutomi 2003).

Revolution in sampling and processing of high

throughput data

We have very little data on networks including multiple

types of interactions and data on various networks are not

usually equitable (Fontaine et al. 2011). Ecological net-

works in the soil are far less understood than other net-

works due to the difficulty of sampling microbes and

characterizing interactions and processes including fungi

and bacteria (van der Heijden et al. 2008; Fontaine et al.

2011; Digel et al. 2014).

Toju and his colleagues overcame the difficulty by using

the high-throughput DNA barcoding of microbes and

subsequent appropriate processing of next-generation se-

quencing data and applied the method to reveal the archi-

tecture of ecological networks of co-occurring plant

species and their root-associated fungi (Toju et al. 2013a,

b, c, 2014a, b). In an oak-dominated temperate forest, ec-

tomycorrhizal and root-endophytic fungi constituted a

complex community and a number of endophytic fungi

were shared by a broad range of host plant species (Toju

et al. 2013a). However, the five most common species had

specificity in their association with fungal taxa and fungi

also displayed remarkable variation in their association

specificity for plants (Toju et al. 2013b). Although an ec-

tomycorrhizal fungus and a possible endophytic fungus

significantly favored the dominant oak species and arbus-

cular mycorrhizal fungi were generally shared among

subordinate plant species, diverse clades of ectomycor-

rhizal and possible root endophytes were associated not

only with the dominant oak species but also with the re-

maining plant species (Toju et al. 2013c). Also in sub-

tropical forests, belowground plant-fungal symbiosis

included ‘‘non-typical’’ combinations and different groups

of fungi (ectomycorrhizal and arbuscular mycorrhizal

fungi) were differently shared among plant species (Toju

et al. 2014a). Overall, the plant-fungus network was more

compartmentalized than expected by chance but the net-

work modularity was lower than that usually observed in

plant-pollinator networks (Toju et al. 2014b). Although

nestedness is often observed in ecological networks and

considered to promote stable species coexistence in mu-

tualistic networks (Bascompte et al. 2003; Thébault and

Fontaine 2010), interactions in plant-fungus networks were

not found nested and the nestedness was even lower than

expected by chance (Toju et al. 2014b).

In this Special Feature, Toju (2015) reviewed the

methodological platforms of next-generation sequencing-

based analyses of microbe-host animal/plant networks in

detail and introduced some studies on the plant-fungal net-

works by him and his colleagues. This review will definitely

help the entry of many ecologists into this field. Since the

technology substantially reduces the time cost of field sam-

pling, it will promote comparative studies of belowground

ecological networks and even make it possible to track the

temporal dynamics of network architecture (Toju 2015).

Coda

In spite of the long history and multi-faceted approaches,

there may still remain some problems expected to be

solved by the time May’s article turns 50 (Allesina and

Tang 2015). Unfortunately, non-equilibrium dynamics of

large complex ecological networks cannot be predicted

from linear theory. Understanding precise dynamics of

important community modules may help to fill the gap

between the linear theory and computer simulations of

models of communities with many species, since some

community modules or motifs may play an indispensable
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role to determine community structure and dynamics

(Bascompte et al. 2005; Kondoh 2008). Merging various

interaction types within a single integrative network (Kéfi

et al. 2012) will remain to be important for a next few

decades. However, not phenomenological but mechanistic

functional responses including interference between

predators and between mutualists are necessary to con-

struct hybrid models including multiple types of interac-

tions. Finally, it is needed to establish a method to get

essential information from a vast amount of high

throughput barcoding data and draw a new picture of net-

work structure including multiple interaction types, which

may be highly different from the ones we know now. Then,

collaboration between empirical and theoretical researchers

will develop further more. I hope that this Special Feature

can make some contribution to resolve the relationship

between complexity and stability.
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